Tennis Match Results
Arkansas vs Kentucky
Mar 05, 2021 at Lexington, Ky.
(Hilary J. Boone Tennis Complex)

#20 Kentucky 7, #42 Arkansas 0

Singles competition
1. #45 Liam Draxl (UK) def. Maxim Verboven (ARK) 6-3, 6-3
2. Gabriel Diallo (UK) def. Nico Rousset (ARK) 6-1, 6-4
3. Millen Hurrion (UK) def. Melvin Manuel (ARK) 6-1, 7-6 (7-4)
4. Cesar Bourgois (UK) def. Adrien Burdet (ARK) 6-3, 6-4
5. Yasha Zemel (UK) def. Enrique Paya (ARK) 6-4, 3-6, 1-0 (13-11)
6. Mathis Moysan (UK) def. Hunter Harrison (ARK) 7-6 (7-2), 6-4

Doubles competition
1. Cesar Bourgois/Gabriel Diallo (UK) def. Enrique Paya/Hunter Harrison (ARK) 7-6 (7-4)
2. Millen Hurrion/Liam Draxl (UK) def. Maxim Verboven/Avery Zavala (ARK) 6-2
3. Melvin Manuel/Adrien Burdet (ARK) def. Yasha Zemel/Alexandre Leblanc (UK) 6-2

Match Notes:
Arkansas 6-5 (0-2 SEC); National ranking #42
Kentucky 13-3 (3-2 SEC); National ranking #20
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (4,1,2,3,5,6)
Official: Tom Cloud  A-30